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Solution

Austria is a very diverse country
with rich history and a beautiful
landscape.
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Which place, city and country is featured in your design? (place/city/country)

Austria
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Describe why you have chosen this place as a visual? What story does your design
tell?

Austria is a German-speaking country in Central Europe, characterized by mountain villages,
baroque architecture, Imperial history and rugged Alpine terrain. Vienna, its Danube River
capital, is home to numerous attractions and it has counted Mozart, Strauss and Freud among
its residents. The country’s other notable regions include the northern Bohemian Forest,
Traunsee Lake and eastern hillside vineyards.
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To be featured on social media as the Victorinox "Pick of the Day", please write a
short statement about yourself (see more details in the brief).

My name is Tina Szekely and i am an architect and graphic designer with big dreams and a
passion for beautiful things. I get my inspiration from nature and with everything i do i try to
bring a smile on the faces of whoever may see my works.
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Please make sure you’ve filled out your country of origin in your profile and insert
your country of origin here:

Romania
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Have you read the" Guidelines, regulations & comments" section in the brief and is
this your original work?

Yes, i have read the guidelines and regulations and this is my original work.
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Creative's profile

TinaSzekely
Graphic designer, Architect and Illustrator

Creative's top 5 skills

Architecture, Graphic Design, Illustration, Interior Design, Communication
Concept
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